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Ransomware, Hacking + Emerging Threats

News

Banking Hackers Left a Clue That May Link Them to North Korea
Michael Kan | Apr 04
CSO Online - The so-called Lazarus Group has been eyed as a possible culprit behind the heists, which included 
last February’s $81 million theft from Bangladesh’s central bank through the SWIFT transaction software. Read 
More

China’s Information Warriors Are Growing More Disciplined, Say US Cyber Leaders
Patrick Tucker | Apr 04
Defense One - In January, China announced that the country will develop the world’s first exascale super 
computer by the end of the year. The move follows years of steady and incremental improvements in 
information operations, Vice Adm. Tim White, commander of the U.S. Cyber National Mission Force. Read 
More

Samsung TVs Reportedly Ship With Major Hacking Flaws
Don Reisinger | Apr 04
Fortune - Samsung’s televisions and wearables reportedly have serious vulnerabilities that could allow 
malicious hackers to remotely take control of them. Read More

Bill to Improve Small Business Cybersecurity Advances
Joseph Marks | Apr 05
Nextgov - The National Institute of Standards and Technology is already tasked broadly with helping small and 
medium businesses defend against cyberattacks. The legislation forwarded Wednesday would hammer down 
that broad requirement, directing the agency to create “clear and concise” resources to help small companies 
manage cyber risk and to create a cyber-savvy workplace culture. Read More

Legal + Market Intelligence

Guidebook: Cybersecurity in the Pharma, Biotech, and Medical Devices Industries
Francis Burke, Jr. | Apr 04
Foley & Lardner LLP - This Guidebook begins by discussing the importance of protecting vulnerable IP assets in 
cyberspace. It takes a look at the legislative landscape, with the impact of recent trade secret legislation and 
a brief discussion of the federal agencies that most frequently operate in the cybersecurity and life sciences 
space. Read More

Virginia Responds to W-2 Phishing Scams With First-of-Its-Kind Notification Requirement
Jason Gavejian | Apr 05
Jackson Lewis P.C. - The new amendment requires employers and payroll service providers to notify the Virginia 
Office of the Attorney General of “unauthorized access and acquisition of unencrypted computerized data 
containing a taxpayer identification number in combination with the income tax withheld for an individual.” 
Read More

http://www.defenseone.com/threats/2017/04/chinas-information-warriors-grow-more-disciplined-effective-us-cyber-leaders/136732/
http://www.defenseone.com/threats/2017/04/chinas-information-warriors-grow-more-disciplined-effective-us-cyber-leaders/136732/
http://fortune.com/2017/04/04/samsung-tv-hacking/
http://www.nextgov.com/cybersecurity/2017/04/bill-improve-small-business-cybersecurity-advances/136750/
https://www.foley.com/cybersecurity-in-the-pharma-biotech-and-medical-devices-industries-03-31-2017/
http://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/virginia-responds-to-w-2-phishing-scams-49064/
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Diligence + Insurance

News

Taming the SaaS Security Wilderness
Mathias Thurman | Apr 03
Computerworld - The security risk that I am most focused on right now is this: Shadow IT and the 
consumerization of IT have put too many employee work activities out of sight of the security department. 
Read More

Microsoft Will Now Check for ‘Malicious’ Links Across Office 365 Suite
Justine Brown | Apr 05
CIO Dive - Competition between Microsoft’s Office 365 and Google for Work, in particular, has been fierce, 
and both companies are looking for areas to one-up each other. Both companies have also been polishing up 
existing offerings lately. Read More

New Insurance Covers Cyber Risks for the Wealthy
Shaun Waterman | Apr 05
CyberScoop - Some of the wealthiest Americans can now expand their home insurance packages to include 
expert advice and technology to protect them against cyberattacks, as well as a variety of complimentary or 
reimbursable services if they do get hacked. Read More

Legal + Market Intelligence

Identifying and Managing Corporate Risk from Internal and External Stressors
Jordan Blask | Apr 03
Tucker Arensberg, P.C. - Minimizing litigation and the associated distraction from productivity, as well as, 
unavoidable expense begins with identifying corporate risk from internal and external stressors through 
proactive methods. Anything short of being proactive results in being reactionary and companies should 
expect that the cost associated with reaction will always be a significant multiple of the upfront cost of being 
proactive. Risk avoidance is not the same as risk mitigation. Read More

Data Governance

News

How Americans Manage Their Passwords
Security Magazine Staff | Apr 01
Security Magazine - When asked about different ways they might keep track of their online passwords, 
fully 86% of internet users report that they keep track of them in their heads. Indeed, 65% report that 
memorization is the method they rely on the most (or is the only method they use) to keep track of their 
passwords. Read More

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3187031/software-as-a-service/taming-the-saas-security-wilderness.html
http://www.ciodive.com/news/microsoft-will-now-check-for-malicious-links-across-office-365-suite/439766/
https://www.cyberscoop.com/aig-insurance-covers-cyber-risks-wealthy-identity-theft/
http://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/identifying-and-managing-corporate-risk-21605/
http://www.securitymagazine.com/articles/87947
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Legal + Market Intelligence

Marketing Data Governance
Ed King | Apr 05
MarTech Advisor - Do you know how many systems and services are updating your salesforce and marketing 
automation platform data? Need a moment to count? If you work in an organization of more than 500 people, 
chances are you had a hard time coming up with an exhaustive list, and most likely you missed a few. Read 
More

https://www.martechadvisor.com/articles/asset-resource-management/marketing-data-governance/
https://www.martechadvisor.com/articles/asset-resource-management/marketing-data-governance/

